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ABSTRACT The article proposes that climate change makes enduring colonial injustices and structures visible. It focuses on the imposition and dominance of colonial concepts of land and self-determination on Indigenous peoples in settler states. It argues that if the dominance of these colonial frameworks remains unaddressed, the progressing climate change will worsen other colonial injustices, too. Specifically, Indigenous self-determination capabilities will be increasingly undermined, and Indigenous peoples will experience the loss of what they understand as relevant land from within their own ontologies of land. The article holds that even if settler states strive to repair colonial injustices, these efforts will be unsuccessful if climate change occurs and decolonization is pursued within the framework of a settler colonial ontology of land. Therefore, the article suggests, decolonization of the ontologies of land and concepts of self-determination is a precondition for a just response to climate change.

1. Introduction

Hierro and Surrales ask: ‘Is it true that, with title in hand, Indigenous peoples will automatically be able to apply their territorial visions to reviving their own production models, their latent social networks and the combination of interests on which their concept of territoriality is based?’ This article proposes that the answer to this question is negative unless Indigenous land and self-determination rights are understood within a framework of Indigenous land ontologies. It argues that climate change poses a serious obstacle to current decolonization efforts that seek to rectify colonial injustices and revive Indigenous self-governance as long as they are embedded in the framework of a Western settler ethnogeography. There are three land-related harms of colonialism, namely land theft, denial of collective self-determination, and the imposition of settler ethnogeographies. Traditionally, these colonial harms are addressed through the restitution of land and internal self-governance rights which are seen as preconditions for efforts to revitalize Indigenous cultures and establish self-sufficient Indigenous societies that can function outside of colonial structures. As the following discussion shows, these mechanisms for repairing colonial injustices and furthering decolonization have been understood along the lines of settler ethnogeographies so far. However, as climate change progresses and starts to change ecosystems, Indigenous peoples can experience a loss of land and self-determination that can neither be properly expressed nor addressed within a purely Western settler ethnogeography. Thus, if the differences in land ontologies remain unaddressed, climate change can lead to an intensification of colonial harms as Indigenous peoples will continue to lose land and self-determination capacities.
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The article proceeds as follows. First, it highlights the imposition of a settler ethnography of land as one of the injustices of settler colonialism. Second, it discusses how climate change obstructs the rectification of two other colonial injustices, namely the loss of land (Section 3) and self-determination (Section 4), as long as the imposition of a settler ethnography remains in place. In each case, the article will outline what kind of changes would be necessary to successfully rectify colonial injustices toward Indigenous peoples and establish a decolonial society.

2. Settler Colonialism and Ethnogeographies

This section discusses which role land and ethnogeographies have played in settler colonialism. It thereby lays a foundation for a better understanding of the harms and injustices decolonization aims to undo. Patrick Wolfe argues that ‘Territoriality is settler colonialism’s specific, irreducible element. […] Negatively, it [settler colonialism] strives for the dissolution of native societies. Positively, it erects a new colonial society on the expropriated land base’. One important aspect of creating a new colonial society has been to recreate what Avery Kolers calls an Anglo-Saxon ethnography and what I will term a ‘Western settler ethnography’ — and in turn to erase Indigenous ethnogeographies. An ethnography is a culturally specific conception of land which comprises two elements: an ontology of land and specific land-use patterns in which the land ontology is materialized. Thus, an ethnography is the material expression of ‘ontologies of land and our relationship to it; what land is, what about it is valuable, how humans interact with it’. In most cases, land-use patterns reflect the respective land ontology. For example, the dominant Western ontology of land as something that can be owned and used for the benefit of humans is reflected in intensive agricultural land use and individual landownership systems.

Yet, in some cases, land ontologies and land-use patterns come apart. For example, many Indigenous peoples in settler states have been forced to adopt land-use patterns that are in line with the dominant Western ethnography, yet conflict with their own traditional ontologies of land. Kolers describes such effective impositions of ethnogeographies as follows: ‘In the absence of unanimity or voluntariness, what makes an ethnography shared is its power to recruit people into participation with it in their daily lives’. One of the best examples of such an imposition of land-use patterns might be Thomas Jefferson’s efforts to convert Indigenous people into farmers based on the model of English agriculture and individual land ownership. Settler colonial states have erected a legal, political, and economic system that reflects their own land ontology, and their land use changed the land and original ecosystems so as to mirror their land ontology. Eventually, they imposed this ethnography on Indigenous peoples by forcing them under a jurisdiction which reflected the settler ethnography and by reducing Indigenous self-determination and land bases so severely that traditional land use became almost impossible to uphold. Consequently, even if Indigenous peoples have retained their culturally specific ontology, they must participate in the settler ethnography due to being subjected to the rules that regulate land use and land value according to the settler ontology of land.

With regard to settler colonialism, we can thus speak of three land-related harms: land theft, denial or destruction of self-determination, and the imposition of a settler
ethnogeography. All three harms are interrelated. Land loss was partially driven by the imposition of settler land laws but also contributed to the need of Indigenous peoples to participate in the settler society to earn their livelihoods. Land loss also restricted Indigenous self-determination as Indigenous people became dependent on the settler state. Finally, the subjugation of Indigenous peoples under settler-state authority meant that they ultimately had to comply with the laws that regulated land use in line with the settler ethnogeography. Due to these interrelations, efforts to rectify these colonial injustices and to decolonize Indigenous peoples thus must address all three harms. Indigenous scholars have particularly emphasized that Indigenous peoples must be able to erect social, economic, and legal systems that reflect their own ontologies of land and allow them to live outside of the ethnogeographic system of the settler state. For these authors, decolonization and revitalization of Indigenous societies is ultimately land-based or 'grounded' as it presupposes being able to live in harmony with their own land ontology and thus to institute their own ethnogeography again. Currently, restitution of traditional Indigenous lands and enhanced internal self-determination rights are the main focus for achieving decolonization. It is assumed that once Indigenous peoples have land rights and internal self-determination, they can live in accordance with their own land ontologies and rebuild their communities and culture. However, as Hierro and Surrales’ quote at the beginning of the article has already indicated, land rights and internal self-determination alone are not necessarily enough to achieve these aims.

3. Climate Change and Indigenous Land Rights

The following sections propose that progressing climate change renders current strategies for rectifying colonial land-related harms ineffective and calls for more attention to the effects that the imposition of a settler ethnogeography has on Indigenous peoples. Different Indigenous and settler ethnogeographies lead to different notions of what territories are, what the point of land rights is, and what it means to restitute land and rectify colonial injustice. The following sections will show how climate change counteracts current decolonization efforts as these efforts take place within a framework that is dominated by settler ontologies of land. The first subsection discusses how Indigenous land rights are understood within the dominant settler framework and how this relates to the specific form rectification of historic injustice takes at the moment. The second subsection introduces Indigenous relational understandings of land and the colonial wrongs of land theft. On this basis, it also shows why climate change makes current forms of rectification ineffective as it ignores the Indigenous understanding of the wrong in question and its appropriate remedy. The last subsection proposes a better way to approach decolonization and rectification of colonial wrongs by turning to treaties and the promise they hold for reconceptualizing land rights.

3.1. Indigenous Land Rights as Property Rights

Currently, unjust land loss of Indigenous peoples is mainly being addressed through restitution of traditional lands. In many cases, treaty rights are the most powerful tool for Indigenous peoples to secure rights over their traditional land. Oral and other kinds of evidence for having traditionally occupied and used certain tracts of land have also gained
court recognition in some places. The restitution of land takes place within a settler understanding of what land is, what the specific wrong of land theft was, and thus how it should be rectified. The dominant Western view of land sees it as a geographically bounded, fixed territory. In the Western understanding, land rights are located on two levels: the level of individual ownership and the level of state jurisdiction. Land rights on the state level are usually restricted to jurisdictional rights that are needed to secure the property rights of the individual citizens. Land rights thus are primarily individual ownership rights, and their purpose is to enable individual autonomy, which is understood as the ability to pursue personal plans free from interference by others. This connection between land rights and individual autonomy is maybe clearest in Locke’s theory in which laboring on a specific plot of land gives rise to rights to that land. Property rights then are ‘an expression of and necessary condition for individual autonomy’ and are based on prior occupancy and use.

Kolers defines the underlying ontology of land as follows: ‘The Anglo-American ethno-geography is that tradition of understanding land – epitomized by Locke, Dworkin, and the dominant strain of Anglophone political philosophy in between – according to which land is a passive instrument of the human will, essentially worthless until value is inserted into it by “mixing labor”. Because value is imbued in land solely through economic or instrumental activity, land is important only as a store of natural resources or economic potentialities’. The wrong of land theft thus is primarily understood as the violation of property rights and the taking away of material with which to exercise one’s autonomy. Thus, the remedy for this wrong is restoring property rights by giving back the stolen land or, if that is impossible, compensating the original owners for their loss. Remarkably, even the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, while acknowledging the cultural importance of land, formulates Indigenous rights to land primarily within the dominant framework of property rights: ‘Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories, and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional occupation or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired’. The focus thus lies on assuring that Indigenous peoples (1) are returned their traditional land and (2) can use it as they deem fit. Traditional land is hereby understood as the land with which ‘labor’ has been mixed in the past through use and occupation.

3.2. Land Rights as Rights to Rebuild Relations

While this form of rectifying historic injustice has been widely accepted so far and Indigenous peoples themselves have heavily pushed to regain their traditional lands, climate change might undermine its remedial effectiveness. The reason for this lies in the different ontologies of land that lead to a different understanding of the core wrong of land theft. For Indigenous peoples, the wrong of land theft is not restricted to losing the material bases for pursuing their plans and to their property rights being violated. Rather, one further wrong concerns the interruption of relations that they have forged with the species and ecosystem of their traditional territories. Many Indigenous peoples have a relational understanding of land. Land then is not just a resource that becomes valuable in relation to human labor. Rather, ‘territory belongs to the social sphere’, and land forms the basis for a kinship and societal system that extends beyond the human. In these systems, space is created through the relations of interdependence, respect, and reciprocity that the
different human and non-human beings have formed with each other. Land theft disrupted these relationships, and Alfred thus conceptualizes colonialism ‘as an irresistible outcome of a multigenerational and multifaceted process of forced dispossession and attempted acculturation – a disconnection from land, culture and community’. This disconnection from land, culture, and community features prominently in Indigenous accounts of colonial effects and structures. In the Indigenous experience, ‘the disruption of Indigenous relationships to land represents a profound epistemic, ontological, cosmological violence’. Whyte consequently views settler colonialism as an environmental injustice through the violent disruption of human relationships to the environment, and Bacon speaks of ‘colonial ecological violence’ that is a means to interrupt the eco-social relations on which individual and collective Indigenous flourishing relies. Settler colonialism thus disrupts Indigenous relations with land and substitutes them with a qualitatively and categorically different relationship between humans and land, a new ethnogeography. One aspect of decolonization and remedying the wrongs of land theft thus consists in creating conditions that allow the reestablishment of these relations. Much of the resurgence movements rely on the reestablishment of land-based practices which allow Indigenous peoples to rebuild not just their cultural practices but also the specific relations with the environment on which their social, ethical, political, and legal frameworks rely. Coulthard, for example, speaks in this context of the need to return to a grounded normativity which charts ways of life outside of colonial structures and revitalizes Indigenous ways of living with the land. In short, decolonization is not just about restoring property rights or the value of land lost, it is also about enabling Indigenous peoples to rebuild relations with species and ecosystems.

This is the point at which climate change interferes with the current form rectification and decolonization efforts take. Land restitution has been regarded as an effective tool in decolonization in cases in which certain important static features of land, such as burial grounds or places of historic or religious importance, are the main objective of regaining land. It is also effective for enabling Indigenous peoples to restore those relations with the environment that are central to their worldview and culture as long as the species can still be found on that land or can be reintroduced. However, restitution of historic lands only fits both the aims of Western and Indigenous ideas of how rectification should occur if ecosystems are relatively stable. If climate change progresses, it becomes more and more likely that the species and ecosystems with which a particular Indigenous people has historic relations is not on the traditional lands anymore. Similarly, traditional land uses might not be possible anymore because the soil changes, for example, when permafrost thaws and makes land inaccessible or because certain plants and species have migrated away. Thus, even if Indigenous peoples regain their traditional lands, they will not be able to reestablish their traditional relationships and ways of life under such circumstances.

Moreover, even land that is still in Indigenous possession might be changed in such a manner that it cannot support Indigenous ways of life and economies anymore. In fact, shifts in ecosystems are one of the foremost harms that Indigenous people experience from climate change. As plants and animals leave the lands that have been assigned to Indigenous peoples, Indigenous peoples lose access to the species that play key roles in their livelihoods, health systems, culture, and self-understanding. Climate change can cause the relevant relations, and thereby Indigenous territories, to wander. Yet such evolving and ‘wandering’ territories are not easily accommodated within the dominant settler...
ethnogeography that treats land and territory as fixed and not fluid. Whyte describes the ensuing conflict as follows:

Settler states are often firm in their legal and policy commitment to enforce Indigenous jurisdictions as fixed and inflexible, such as treaty areas, reservation boundaries, and subnational (e.g., state or provincial) borders and transnational boundaries. One consequence in some cases is that Indigenous peoples cannot practically plan to shift their seasonal subsistence and economic activities if a valuable plant’s or animal’s habitat moves outside of a treaty area or crosses a transnational border, because settler states would oppose such plans as “illegal” even when the plans are within Indigenous ancestral territories; flow from established Indigenous commercial, subsistence, and cultural practices; and are consistent with Indigenous interpretations of the purpose of treaties or with the fact that some Indigenous peoples never consented in the first place to the instantiation of a transnational border bisecting their territories.

Thus, even if traditional Indigenous lands are restituted or remain in Indigenous hands, climate change can lead to a situation in which these lands do not support decolonization as envisioned by Indigenous peoples. Decolonization in the Indigenous view is premised on being able to restitute their own ethnogeography, that is, to materialize their land ontology in the way they live on, with, and off the land. Yet, climate change transforms land and ecosystems in such ways that historic lands often cannot serve these ends anymore. Thus, what Indigenous peoples would need is to have access to lands which allow them to rebuild or maintain the relations that are crucial for their way of living and their societal systems. As land and ecosystems have always changed, Indigenous philosophies often involve migratory themes such as constant motion, change, transformation, mobility, and adjustment. ... relationships of interdependence and systems of responsibility are not grounded on stable or static relationships with the environment. Rather, these relationships arise from contexts of constant change and transformation.

Yet, the current Western legal framework assigns land rights based on historic ownership, not on the use to which land is put or the relationships of which it consists. In the settler-state understanding, territories and treaties thus are historically fixed facts that do not generate any rights to be ‘renegotiated’ in the present.

The different Indigenous and settler ethnogeographies lead to different notions of what territories are, what the point of land rights is, and what it means to restitute land and rectify colonial injustice. These differences become of special importance if climate change alters historic Indigenous territories. If what counts as Indigenous territory drifts apart in Western settler and Indigenous ethnogeographies, then whoever has the power to impose their ethnogeography determines which land is restituted as Indigenous territory. Within the settler ethnogeography, the kind of ‘land loss’ that Indigenous peoples experience often does not register as such because the wrong of losing relations when losing land cannot be adequately articulated or addressed.

Therefore, Indigenous people have little recourse to claiming land that is not their traditional homeland but the land where the relevant species have moved. As a result, even if treaties – as understood by settler states – are honored and land is restituted, Indigenous peoples might continue to experience a form of land loss as the land they receive is not the land that they would need to effectively decolonize. Thus, climate change highlights the continued imposition of Western settler ethnogeographies on Indigenous peoples. Additionally, it perpetuates Indigenous land loss...
through the imposition of settler ethnogeographies as treaties and land loss are understood in a way that precludes the renegotiation of which land is to be restituted.

3.3. Honoring the Spirit of Treaties

If climate change leads to a situation in which restitution of traditional lands alone is not enough for effective resurgence and decolonization, what could be a way forward? One of the main problems identified above is that what land should be restituted is determined within a Western framework. Thus, a first step towards successful decolonization would be to recognize that the imposition of a foreign ethnogeography needs to be rectified and cannot be achieved simply by allowing Indigenous peoples to institute their own land-use patterns on their traditional lands. Rather, as long as rights conflicts between Indigenous peoples and settler states are decided within the framework of the settler ethnogeography, it disadvantages Indigenous peoples and leads to further injustices. Instead, decolonization must include a process in which Indigenous ontologies of land are recognized as equal within the legal frameworks used to decide about land rights. One part of recognizing Indigenous ontologies and frameworks might include accepting collective rights to land as well as cultural and identity-related grounds for land rights as, for example, the Inter-American Court and Inter-American Commission on Human Rights have started to do.38

Yet, as Townsend and Townsend point out, creating equality between these differing ontologies must go beyond this and should include a reconceptualization of land rights along relational theories of land.39 They describe the neglect of Indigenous views in courts as an epistemic injustice which deserves correction in its own right. Yet, as argued above, climate change causes this epistemic injustice to have more far-reaching effects than they currently have. Addressing them is a precondition for being able to address other colonial wrongs such as land theft effectively. One of the main causes for the persistence of this epistemic injustice is that Indigenous peoples have been and often continue to be excluded from cocreating the institutions that they are subject to. Thus, one of the most effective ways of addressing this epistemic injustice would be to reform the law in such a way that both Western and Indigenous understandings and procedures have a place in it.40 In some South American countries, such processes have already progressed, for example, in Bolivia and Ecuador where national law now includes Indigenous concepts.41 In other, maybe more typical settler countries, such as Canada, the processes are so far restricted to an academic discourse about how Indigenous and national law can be reconciled.42 One promising avenue in that direction is to turn to the idea of treaties.

Treaties often already are considered legal documents in settler states and thereby are an established tool for structuring Indigenous–state relations. Before speaking more about why treaties might be a good way of reforming the law that governs relations between the state, the land, and Indigenous peoples, one should be aware of two potential pitfalls in this endeavor. First, not all Indigenous groups have made treaties with settler states. Thus, if only historic treaties are seen as a legal basis for present and future claims, many Indigenous groups will be excluded. However, there is no reason to make this assumption. Many Indigenous peoples that have not made a treaty also have never officially ceded their lands. Therefore, there are strong reasons to consider it an urgent matter for the state to enter into treaty relations with them now to legitimize occupation of unceded Indigenous territories. This reason becomes even stronger as legal documents such as ILO 169 and UNDRIP officially recognize Indigenous peoples’ rights to their traditional lands and resources apart from the existence of treaties.43 In this context, honoring old treaties
and where necessary entering new treaties might be a good way of using an already well-established mechanism of formalizing nation-to-nation relationships between Indigenous peoples and settler states. Yet making treaties is not enough. What is essential to treaties is also how they are conceptualized and understood.

This leads to the second potential pitfall. The last subsection has already shown that one of the core problems is that treaties are interpreted as contracts in the Western tradition. Accordingly, Borrows stresses that treaties must be understood in accordance with the spirit of the original treaty, instead of based on the written word alone. He says: ‘Contextualization of the Proclamation reveals that one cannot interpret its meaning using the written words of the document alone. To interpret the principles of the Proclamation using this procedure would conceal First Nations perspectives and inappropriately privilege one culture’s practice over another’.44 Treaties as they are interpreted currently still follow the dominant Western understanding of land, land rights, and contracts.45 Noble calls this the ‘hegemonic statist discourse of treaties’.46 In it, treaties establish fixed boundaries and grant specific rights and duties which are interpreted according to the written letter and further subjugate Indigenous peoples to the settler ethnogeography.47 Hence, the second pitfall is that treaties, whether old or new, remain restricted to the dominant Western understanding of land, contracts, and rights.

The two pitfalls must be taken seriously. Still, they do not foreclose the possibility of using treaties as a tool for furthering decolonization in times of climate change. There are several reasons why they might be a helpful starting point for thinking about land rights and decolonization. Although treaty interpretation so far has mostly ignored Indigenous understandings, these understandings are nevertheless well-established through decades of treaty making between Indigenous peoples, and they have been proven a successful tool of negotiating shared resources and changing environments. In many North American Indigenous cultures, treaties have been used to regulate how land and its resources were shared.48 While Indigenous territories were bounded, they often also overlapped which made sharing agreements necessary. Even more importantly, Noble highlights how treaties allowed territorial boundaries to shift when species that are key to the subsistence and culture of one Indigenous group start to move into what before was considered the territory of another group.49 Treaties thus were ‘agreements to share’ which both set boundaries and rights and at the same time allowed a certain flexibility and fluidity in determining these boundaries.50

‘Instead of specifying concrete or specific terms in a time-limited way, these agreements established mutually beneficial and agreed-upon principles that were intended to last for many generations. Each party had a responsibility to make sure that its actions conformed to the principles established in the Treaty. As a result, they were flexible agreements intended to maintain a spirit, rather than a strict set of rules that could not adapt to changing circumstances’.51

This understanding of treaties is uniquely suited to the current situation of rapidly changing environments due to climate change. If treaties are seen as agreements to live together in such a way that each community as well as nature have their basic interests satisfied, it naturally follows that ‘[a]s new dynamics or unforeseen conflicts emerge, they have to be negotiated by the Treaty partners in order to have them incorporated into the relationship’.52 This emphasis on the need to renegotiate and reinterpret the founding principles of treaties open a door for land-restitution processes that give Indigenous peoples those
rights and that land which are needed to reestablish or maintain their own ways of life and to live in accordance with their own ontologies of land even if climate change alters their historic lands.

Moreover, treaties rely on an understanding of both the interconnectedness and difference of both treaty partners. The interconnectedness comes about through the shared land and resources which both parties need and which the treaty regulates. The difference is acknowledged in that both parties are seen as nations with their own customs, laws, and social systems which they want to maintain. The treaty is not meant to regulate these internal affairs of each group but only those aspects of behavior that impact the shared environment and thereby the other party. This dual recognition of interdependence and independence makes the concept of treaties suited for structuring relationships between groups that share land, yet not an ethnography, on the basis of equality and respect. Thus, a return to the initial understanding and goal of treaties might be promising in the current situation in which settler societies and Indigenous groups inevitably share the same lands and this land is undergoing rapid changes.

Returning to the original spirit of treaties would address different colonial wrongs that stand in the way of decolonization. First, by viewing treaties as agreements about upholding reciprocal and equal relations between two or more nations, a form of equality is reestablished between settler states and Indigenous peoples. The colonial relation of warden to child would become a more equal relation of brothers or sisters as initially envisioned by Indigenous peoples. Second, by returning to the initial spirit of the treaties, the epistemic injustice Townsend and Townsend identified in current court rulings would be overcome. Indigenous relational understandings of land, treaties, and the basis of agreements would find their way into resolution processes and norms for land conflicts. Third, this incorporation of Indigenous understandings would lead to land agreements that reflect the needs and interests of Indigenous peoples in land. In the context of climate change, it allows a renegotiation of the territories that Indigenous peoples can use and thereby ensures that they have access to the land that is crucial for them to decolonize themselves. Additionally, it makes it possible to renegotiate land agreements in the future when the climate, and with it the land, changes even further.

4. Effective Self-Determination in Times of Climate Change

This section argues that climate change creates a situation in which the internal self-determination of Indigenous peoples is not enough to promote decolonization. Even more, it creates a situation in which the remaining self-determination is undermined. Even if Indigenous conceptions of land are included in settler-state institutions and territories are allowed to shift, it cannot mitigate all effects of climate change. Sometimes, species move away too far or even die out, certain ecosystems completely disappear, or there is simply no room to move to because of an already high population density. In such cases, turning to treaties as a way of creating more adaptable and fluid territories only helps marginally. Instead, other adaptation processes and mitigation of climate change become central. This section describes the effects of disregarding Indigenous concepts of self-determination in these adaptation and mitigation processes. It proposes that Indigenous understandings of self-determination turn the current focus from formal rights to internal
self-governance to the preconditions of effective self-determination. It concludes that to promote decolonization, Indigenous peoples must be given more influence in decisions about climate-change adaptation and mitigation strategies on both the national and international level.

4.1. Losing Self-determination Due to Climate Change

Indigenous peoples have the right to internal self-determination, that is, the right to ‘freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development’. Currently, this right is interpreted within the traditional Western understanding that sees self-determination as jurisdictional rights over people and territory. Land thereby provides a geographical basis for collective self-determination as it creates a bounded sphere in which personal and collective autonomy and freedom can be exercised. Jurisdictional territories rely on a form of land rights that allow a community to be free from outside interference. They thereby can shape their laws and ways of life in a self-determined manner. Yet, climate change leads to a situation in which Indigenous self-determination is restricted even if there is no explicit political interference from the outside. One reason for this is that climate change often makes it impossible for Indigenous peoples to pursue their traditional land-based occupations. In Canada, for example, 30% to 80% of all production and income in Indigenous communities stem from subsistence economy, with especially high percentages in Northern regions. If climate change makes it impossible to uphold these subsistence economies, Indigenous peoples often have little choice but to enter the cash economy of the settler state with all its associated logics.

Often, this means that Indigenous peoples are forced to open their territories to resource exploitation to earn money. Once they do so, it becomes harder for them to live in accordance with and preserve their own values as the community now has to conform to the dominant ethnogeography which the external actors bring onto the land. For many Indigenous peoples, self-determination is not just sovereignty in political matters concerning humans but includes the maintenance of relations and reciprocal duties with land and non-human beings that live on the land. Taking responsibility for the maintenance and restoration of these relationships and the fulfillment of the associated duties is a core element of the Indigenous understanding of their self-determination. Yet, as Indigenous peoples become dependent on income from resource extraction, their capability of fulfilling their duties towards the land often decreases as they surrender control over land to external actors whose land use and ontologies conform to the settler ethnogeography of land.

If there is no resource exploitation to provide income, Indigenous people often need to rely on government programs to support their community members and ensure that basic needs are met. In order to receive the needed support, they frequently must give up elements of their self-determination in order to comply with government conditions or to fit into the schemes of government programs. In the worst case, Indigenous lands become uninhabitable, for example, because of flooding, and the communities depend on the state to relocate them. The necessary climate-change adaptation programs rarely are tailored to Indigenous communities’ values and needs and often give them little say in how the adaptation can be realized in such a way that the communal structures necessary for effective self-government can be preserved. Traditional governance structures might be
undermined and communities torn apart, for example, through relocation or conflicts in the face of poverty.64

Consequently, climate change creates a situation in which Indigenous peoples are forced to integrate into the settler-state ethnogeography – either by being coopted into the market economy that focuses on exploiting land and resources or by becoming dependent on state help which requires them to act in accordance with the dominant ethnogeography. Thus, even if the settler state does not explicitly interfere with the jurisdictional rights of Indigenous peoples, climate change creates a framework in which Indigenous peoples’ self-determination is severely restricted or even becomes impossible: ‘[F]or Indigenous peoples, the consequences of giving in to external logics concerning the planning or control of their territories often leads to extreme poverty, to an acceleration of the depredation of their natural resources, to dispossession of their collective heritage and, in many cases, to the break up or even forced abandonment of their territorial space’.65 Climate change, however, makes it increasingly difficult for indigenous peoples to resist these external logics even if they have all the negative consequences described.

This development contrasts starkly with the kind of self-determination many Indigenous peoples envision in a decolonial context. For many Indigenous peoples, self-determination in the context of decolonization is closely connected to resurgence. Borrows and Tully explain:

> Resurgence is often used to refer to Indigenous peoples exercising powers of self-determination outside of state structures and paradigms. It is deployed by communities as a force for reclaiming and reconnecting with traditional territories by means of Indigenous ways of knowing and being. These individual and collective powers include the resurgence of governance, Indigenous legal systems and languages, economic and social self-reliance, and sustainable relationships with the ecosystems that co-sustain all life and well-being.66

It stands out that self-determination is to take place ‘outside of state structures and paradigms’. This connects to the earlier discussion of decolonization as making Indigenous ethnogeographies possible again through land-based practices, economic self-sufficiency, and the development of a ‘grounded normativity’.67 Now it has become clear that climate change counteracts this objective by forcing Indigenous peoples to integrate into the structures of the settler society as their land degrades. Thus, the dominance of the settler ethnogeography in mainstream society together with climate change weakens the chances of de facto Indigenous self-determination even if they possess the right to internal self-governance by law.

4.2. Protecting Indigenous Self-determination under Climate Change

As climate change increases, internal self-determination rights become increasingly insufficient for ensuring effective Indigenous self-determination. Rebecca Tsosie takes up this insight and contrasts sovereignty claims and environmental self-determination claims.68 Sovereignty claims concentrate on Indigenous peoples’ formal political and legal autonomy which allows them full control over their land and resources without state interference. Here ‘equality of status as governments [is] key to justice’.69 Sovereignty claims are a counter-reaction to the traditional forms of colonialism which seek to appropriate Indigenous land and erase Indigenous sovereignty. They rely on the assumption that as
long as Indigenous peoples are shielded from government interference, they will be able to
rebuild their own societies and decide their future autonomously. However, as the above
discussion has shown, climate change prevents Indigenous peoples from becoming self-
determining and instead makes them more dependent on the settler state and its struc-
tures. As a solution, Tsosie suggests supplementing sovereignty rights with environmental
self-determination claims. The latter focus on involvement in decision-making on
national and international levels when it comes to decisions that affect Indigenous peoples
and their lands. Such environmental self-determination claims become more pressing as
climate change advances and decisions about its potential mitigation are taken. Despite
Indigenous peoples’ heightened vulnerability due to climate change, many policies that
impact Indigenous peoples and their land through their impact on climate change are
largely decided without the participation of Indigenous peoples.

This exclusion from international and national decision-making processes means that
Indigenous peoples are denied a voice in decisions that directly affect them and their capa-
ibility of self-determination. It thereby replicates two colonial wrongs that internal self-
governance rights were supposed to remedy. First, it means that Indigenous peoples are
deprived of the preconditions for self-determination and are instead forced to assimilate
to the mainstream culture and ethnogeography. Second, it puts Indigenous peoples in a
position of being dominated by other actors. Relations of domination have been one of
the core wrongs of colonialism. Ypi, for example, locates the specific wrong of colonialism
‘in the creation and upholding of a political association that denies its members equal and
reciprocal terms of cooperation’. Internal self-determination does not suffice to undo
these unequal terms of cooperation. The idea of internal self-governance rights as a decol-
onization tool relies on the assumption that cooperation with the settler state is unneces-
sary, and thus equality is restored by cutting relations. The previous sections have shown
that such an assumption is misleading in times of climate change.

Climate change necessitates land and resource sharing and thus cooperation. Moreover,
climate change makes us realize that at least in environmental terms we cannot disentangle
ourselves from others. What one actor does to the environment affects others that share this
environment. This is why, for example, Dobson calls for a concept of ecological citizenship
which assigns duties to regulate behavior in such a way that the global ecological effects of
policies are accounted for. Therefore, political orders that focus on letting actors take deci-
sions without taking into account the externalities imposed on others can easily turn the nev-
ertheless existent relations into deeply unequal ones. Thus, internal self-determination
alone cannot cure the unequal relations of colonial times. Even more, such a way of rectify-
ing the colonial wrong of denying self-determination and subjecting Indigenous peoples to
colonial rule ignores and conflicts with the Indigenous notions of self-determination. Indig-
enous authors often define self-determination as consisting of rules that govern and enable
equal and reciprocal relations in which interdependence on various levels is acknowledged
and honored. Ladner, for example, highlights that ‘Many Indigenous political traditions
conceive of governance as the absence of power (coercive, hierarchical and authoritative)
relations and as a relationship among the people of a nation and between all peoples (human
and non-human) within a territory’. Similarly, Kuokkanen states that ‘For Indigenous
peoples, self-determination is about a vision and struggle for restructuring relations of dom-
inination for a more just present and future for their societies and people’.

Thus, in the area of self-determination climate change again brings to light how Indig-
enous and Western conceptions drift apart and how rectification of colonial injustices that
occur in a predominantly Western framework cannot effectively help decolonization. For
decolonization to take place, it must be recognized that self-determination means more than
just having jurisdictional rights over a certain area. It requires standing in relations of equality
that allow independence by acknowledging interdependence.77 Whereas these differing
approaches to self-determination might not have openly conflicted in a world in which
actions of one collective only had very limited effects on other territories, this is no longer
the case. Climate change shows that it is not possible anymore to govern relations within
a specified territory without also influencing other territories. As relations extend, govern-
ce also must extend to cover these relations and to structure them in a just and equal
manner. In the current world, a first step towards this goal is to grant the environmental
self-determination claims that Tsosie describes.78 These claims react to the fact that deci-
sions taken outside Indigenous jurisdictional territories deeply affect these territories. They
would give Indigenous people a more equal standing in shaping their future environment
instead of being at the mercy of other actors. For such claims to become possible, Indige-
nous peoples would have to be recognized as political actors with a standing equal to that
of other states.79 That is, the ‘equal’ relation on a nation-to-nation basis within settler states
would have to be extended to the international order. Indigenous peoples’ exclusion from or
marginal position in international bodies would thereby be remedied.

In addition, the notion of self-determination employed in the currently dominant discourse
and the institutions meant to safeguard it would need reformation as well. While climate
change has spurred states into coordinating collective action, such joint action is not yet seen
as a part of national self-determination. So far, states can freely decide whether to join or abstain
from climate actions such as the Paris Agreement. Abstaining is not seen as a direct violation of
the self-determination claims of others, while forcing states to comply would be seen as such a
violation. The reason is that self-determination is still couched in terms of non-interference in
internal matters instead of in terms of structuring relations of equality that allow all to pursue
their own ways of life within the boundaries set by the shared ecological environment. Having
equal access to the current international institutions and decision-making bodies therefore is
only one part in ensuring the preconditions for Indigenous self-determination. Additionally,

it requires that the international system and its guiding norms and concepts are reformed so
as to balance the environmental interests and needs of all actors justly.

The points about reforms of the international system extend to the national level. Given that
Indigenous peoples that are harmed by climate-change effects usually turn first to the sur-
rounding state for help or for alternative occupations, it is crucial that this move into closer
relations with the settler state is not identical with a move into a society that subordinates
Indigenous ontologies and ethnogeographies. Section 4.1 has discussed how such subordina-
tion into the settler ethnogeography currently happens. To counter this development, it is nec-
essary that Indigenous voices and knowledge are treated as equals in deciding on climate
adaptation and mitigation programs on the national level and that the settler state’s role in
causing climate change is appropriately reflected when burdens are distributed.

5. Conclusion

This article has shown that a central hindrance to decolonization is the continued imposi-
tion of a settler ethnogeography which is inscribed into the legal, political, and
economic system of settler states and governs understandings of land, land rights, and
self-determination. Current efforts to repair colonial harms have addressed the loss of land and self-determination largely within the framework of the dominant settler ethno-geography. Land restitution has relied on settler ethnogeographies in the sense that the land to be given back was identified as fixed and geographically bounded areas which indigenous peoples previously occupied. The restitution of self-determination rights has been understood as jurisdictional authority in internal matters that concern the rule over people and land. The article suggested that while these decolonization efforts are important, climate change creates a situation in which these ways of repairing colonial harms become increasingly ineffective.

As ecosystems change and species move into different territories, Indigenous peoples experience a kind of land loss if only rights over historically occupied land or treaty land are granted. Moreover, climate-induced changes in the ecosystem also limit indigenous self-determination as Indigenous peoples often become increasingly dependent on the settler economy and state support. Thus, their scope of self-determination becomes restricted even if the state does not explicitly interfere with Indigenous jurisdiction but uses the integration of Indigenous communities with the settler society to exercise influence. Lastly, internal self-determination rights are not enough to ensure that Indigenous peoples have a say in decisions that affect them as climate-change policies are made on the national and supranational level. Thus, as long as decolonization efforts are happening within the exclusive framework of settler ethnogeography, climate change will counteract their effectiveness and even worsen colonial injustices. Indigenous peoples will continue to experience land loss and a loss of self-determination that do not even register as such within the settler-state framework. Thus, for decolonization to be successful, Indigenous and settler ethnogeographies must be treated on an equal level. Otherwise, climate change threatens not just to hinder decolonization efforts but to compound colonial injustices as Indigenous loss of land and self-determination continue.80
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